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1. INTRODUCTION
Bancilhon and Spyratos [l] show how the choice of a complementary view will
select a view update translator. They claim that “User requirements impose [the
constraint that] . . . (ii) The user must have the means to cancel, if he wishes,
the effect of every update that he is allowed on the view.” (p. 562) If this
requirement is eliminated, there are other reasonable translations that become
acceptable. We present a particular view update translator that is quite reasonable, but that does not preserve any complement, and for which the requirement
does not hold.
2. DEFINITIONS
Definition [l]. Let f and g be two functions whose domain is D. Then f and g
are complementary mappings if
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At(x) =f(Y)+&)Zg(Y)l.

COROLLARY.Given a database D, a view v, and a complementary view c, there
is at most one database state that corresponds to a desired view state (range of v)
for a fixed view state (range of c).
The import of this corollary is that a view update translator that holds a
complement constant has at most one translation. There are, however, view
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update translators that have at most one translation that do not hold any
complement constant. In the next section, we will illustrate a reasonable one.
3. A VIEW UPDATE TRANSLATOR

Consider the relation AB, with two attributes A and B, and the functional
dependency A + B. Let the domain of A contain at least one element, al, and
the domain of B contain at least two elements, bl and b2. We define the view V
to select all tuples from AB where B = bl.
We shall define a view update translator that accepts all single tuple updates
valid in the view.
Insert tuple (a, b): If there exists a tuple (a, y), then replace (a, y) with
(a, b), otherwise insert (a, b).
Delete tuple (a, b): Delete tuple (a, b) from the underlying database.
Replace tuple (a, b) by tuple (c, d): Perform translation for deleting (a, b)
followed by translation for inserting (c, d).

Let us consider the translations of the insertion of the tuple (al, bl) starting
with two different database states using this view update translator.
Initial database state 1:
A

B

al

b2

A

B

Initial view state 1:
(empty relation)
Result database state 1:
A

B

al

bl

Result view state 1:
A

B

al

bl

A

B

Initial database state 2:
(empty relation)
Initial view state 2:
A

B

(empty relation)
Result database state 2:
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Result view state 2:
A
al

B
bl

We observe that initial view state 1 and initial view state 2 are the same, yet
initial database state 1 and initial database state 2 are different. Therefore, any
complement view must have different values for initial database state 1 and
initial database state 2. However, the result database states are the same. Thus,
the result complement states must be the same. Consequently, the complement
cannot remain constant.
If we wanted to hold constant a complement, we could, for example, choose
the complement formed by selecting all tuples with B # bl. This would preclude
accepting the insertion request above for database state 1. We could define
another translator that holds another complement constant, but it could not
implement all of these requests in the same way.
4. COPkLUSION

While view complements provide insight into the process of view update translation, requiring that a complement be chosen that remains constant may be too
restrictive. Translators based on constant complements often do not translate
all translatable database updates, and reject the remainder. When it is desirable
to accept all translatable updates, this can restrict the choice of complements
[2], or the only alternative may be a translator that does not preserve any
complement. However, such a translator may not return the database back to its
original database state after a series of view updates that return the view back to
the original view state.
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